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Introduction

In the frame of the German reactor safety research program of the Federal Ministry of

Economics and Labour (BMWA) GRS has started to develop an analysis code named

PROST (PRObabilistic STructure analysis) for estimating the leak and break probabilities of

piping systems in nuclear power plants. The long-term objective of this development is to

provide failure probabilities of passive components for probabilistic safety analysis of nuclear

power plants. Up to now the code can be used for calculating fatigue problems. The paper

mentions the main capabilities and theoretical background of the present PROST

development and presents some of the results of a benchmark analysis in the frame of the

European project NURBIM (Nuclear Risk Based Inspection Methodologies for Passive

Components).

2 Current status of the PROST development

PROST is a probabilistic fracture mechanics computer code written in Java++ for personal

computers and UNIX systems to evaluate leak and failure probabilities of piping systems in

nuclear power plants. A graphical user interface supports the necessary data input. In the

actual version 20 leak and break probabilities from pre-existing semi-elliptical shaped inner

surface cracks subjected to cyclic or static loading conditions can be estimated. The

calculation of the subcritical crack growth and the final instability are based on deterministic

fracture mechanics principles. The probabilistic nature is determined by the uncertainties of

the input data entering the deterministic routines. The deterministic fatigue crack growth rate

da/dN (in mm/cycle) is calculated by the following modified Paris law:
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With the crack growth constant C, the crack growth exponent m, AK as the difference of

maximum and minimum stress intensity factors (K"x- Kmin ) during the loading cycle and the

ratio R given by On/ Kmax.

User input data

The user input is separated into the following different panels: uncertainty data, control data,

loading conditions, residual stresses and inspection data.

In the uncertainty data panel (see figure la) input of all necessary data for determining the

distributed parameters are requested. Uncertainties in the data on pipe geometry, material

properties and crack size of a given fatigue problem can be considered via different

distribution functions. The distribution type selection table includes the normal, lognormal,

Weibull and exponential functions. The functions can be truncated on request by input of a

minimum and maximum value to avoid physically meaningless values. Additionally it is

possible to perform deterministic calculations with fixed values. Input parameters are the

inner radius, wall thickness, crack depth, crack length/depth aspect ratio, yield stress, flow

stress, ultimate strength, Young's modulus, fracture toughness, the parameter C and m of

equation (1) and a threshold AK value for the crack growth law which must be exceeded to

propagate the crack. If the statistical stratification method is selected two of these

parameters can be marked to be stratified (see below).

The control data panel (see figure lb) contains a selection of control variables determining

the calculation flow. The user is requested to select the crack orientation which can be axial

or circumferential. Three options for calculating the stress intensity factor are available. The

default selection is a calculation via polynomial influence functions [1] A second choice is a

stress intensity factor calculation with a weight function method of an equivalent loaded plate

[2]. As a third option the user can select if it should be calculated via the following formula.

K = F * u,,[7ra (2)

with the geometry factor F as
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with crack depth a, half crack length c and wall thickness t. This option allows the stress

intensity factor evaluation with results from user K-data tables of finite element calculations

for example. If this option is selected the user is asked to input the coefficients Al to Alr, later

in the loading condition panel.

Further the user can select the kind of statistical evaluation, by choosing one out of two

methods. One selection is a Monte-Carlo simulation. For this method a combination of the

distributed parameters will be selected by chance and the crack propagation for a given time

period is calculated. If the investigated pipe fails during that calculation the time of failure and

the failure mode are saved. This will be repeated with a user prescribed minimum number of

trials, which is dependent on the expected failure probability. A further increase in the

number of trials should not change the failure probability. The second option is a stratification

method based on a variance reduction technique. For this method the user can select two

out of all distributed parameters (usually we use the crack depth and the crack length to

depth aspect ratio) to be integrated bit by bit. The whole range of both selected parameters is

divided into user defined cell numbers. A set of the other distributed parameters is selected

by chance. The crack propagation for a given time period is calculated for each cell

combination together with this set. If the pipe fails during that calculation the time of failure,

the probability of the actual combination and the failure mode are saved. The probability of

the actually considered cell combination (kj) is the product of the corresponding single cell

probability (see figure 2 This will be repeated with a user prescribed number of trials (100

are recommended) which then allows an evaluation of the failure probability together with an

uncertainty range.

Two different types of loading conditions are distinguished in PROST. The first one considers

cyclic load sets recurring with user defined frequencies which are dominant for fatigue

problems. The second one uses stochastical load sets, like seismic events or transients,

which occur with user defined probabilities. Each load type can contain up to three load sets.

For the postulated load sets the user has to define the maximum and minimum crack

opening stresses distributions along the wall thickness during the loading event. He can

specify the stress level at ten wall thickness positions. Two of them, the inner and outer
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surface position, are fixed, the others can be user defined. Internally the stress data is least

square root fitted to a third order polynomial. Furthermore the user can control the time

period the load set acts by defining the year the load should start and stop respectively within

the calculation period. By default the load set acts the whole calculation time. This option

allows considering changes of the loading conditions during the plant life time.

The residual stresses can be set to be active or not. If they are active the user has to input

the values of the residual stresses along the wall thickness. Identically to the stress load set

the stress level can be specified at eight user defined wall thickness positions and at the

inner and outer surface point.

The user can choose if he wants to consider in service inspections (ISI) in the calculation. If

this choice is active he is requested to input a probability of detection (POD) curve of the non

destructive examination technique. The user can determine this POD curve by specifying ten

crack depth values and their corresponding detection probabilities in percent together with

the time inspection interval and the starting year of the first inspection. An inspection

changes the probability of a crack with a certain crack depth by multiplying it with the value of

not detecting this crack which is one minus the POD curve value for the considered crack

depth.

Calculation procedure

Before running the problem the user is requested to give some more run time data. These

are the number of years that should be calculated, the number of intervals for the integration

parameters if the stratification option is selected, the number of trials that should be

investigated and a seed value for the random generator. Additionally the user has two

options regarding the calculation of the limit load for failure assessment. The first one is an

approach of Kiefner 3 and the second one is an approach for axial and circumferential

semi-elliptical inner surface cracks in pipes described in the Ductile Fracture Handbook

(DFH) 4].

Pi, P2, -PA are the distributed parameters, N is the number of trials and tm" the calculation

time. If the Monte-Carlo simulation is active a parameter set of Pi, P2,---PA i selected by

chance. The actual time t starts at and the next event time t is calculated by the given

frequencies of the load sets or the ISI interval. At time t the stress intensity factors Kmax and

Kmin at the deepest and at the inner surface crack front position are estimated together with

the resulting crack growth Aa and Ac. For this new crack size a failure assessment according

to the SINTAB Level 1B procedure [5] is performed with the result wether the limiting
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conditions are exceeded. If so, a leak occurs and the semi-elliptical crack is assumed to be a

through-wall crack of actual crack length size. If the crack length exceeds the critical crack

length ccit which is calculated by 3 a break appears. If the crack is smaller than the critical

length only a leak appears. In either case the failure time and mode is saved and the

calculation starts with a new parameter set PI, P2.... PA- If the limiting FAD (Failure

Assessment Diagram) conditions are not exceeded the next event time t is calculated. This is

done until t is larger than tmax or the crack fails. Figure 3 illustrates schematically the

procedure. The whole procedure is repeated N times. It is recommended to use a trial

number which at least results in 1 0 to 1 00 failures.

If the stratification option is selected with stratified parameters P and P a parameter set of

P .... PA is selected by chance. A loop over all combinations of Pi and P2 (interval number of

PI interval number of P2) starts and the time calculation identical to the Monte-Carlo option

is performed for every combination. If a combination leads to failure of the pipe, time t, failure

mode (leak or break) and the combination probability is saved. After that a new parameter

set P3,---PA is selected until the number of trials N is reached. For an uncertainty analysis it is

recommended to use N=1100 and interval numbers of 10-100 depending on the distribution

functions of P and P2- We have made a good experience with a crack depth interval number

of 20 and a crack length interval number of 10. With this method e.g. 10*20*100=20000

combinations are calculated with independently of the failure probability. So this method is

much faster than a Monte-Carlo simulation with the same confidence in the results if the leak

or break probability is below 1.0*E-3. Additionally an uncertainty analysis of the leak and

break probability distribution can be performed.

The influence of different options like the statistical evaluation method, the stress intensity

factor calculation method and the limit load approach on the leak probability is presented in

[6]_

Output and results

The regular output file contains the information about all given input parameters including the

run time variables. Then for all combinations that fail the actual parameter values, failure

time, failure mode, crack depth, crack length, stress intensity factors for the maximum and

minimum load at deepest and surface point and the combination probability are listed in the

output file. Furthermore the accumulated failure probability is listed as a function of time. If

the stratification method was selected processed 5%, 50% and 95% failure probability curves

as a function of time are listed too. The 50% curve represents the expected failure probability

that is equivalent with the results of a Monte-Carlo run depending strongly on the mean

values of the distribution functions of the input parameters. The 5% and 95% curves depend
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strongly on the shape of the distribution functions of the input parameters and show the

uncertainty range of the 50% curve. It represents the area of the failure probability with

approximately 90% statistical confidence.

3 Benchmark Analysis

The work of the GRS in the NURBIM project (Nuclear Risk Based Inspection Methodologies

of Passive Components), a cost shared action of the 5 th framework program of the European

Community, was supported by Federal Ministry of Economics and Labour (BIVIWA) as a part

of the research topic "integrity and reliability". One objective of NURBIM was the investigation

of the accuracy of reliability methodologies for passive components. Therefore different

approaches of determining the reliability of piping systems were tested and compared with

regard to their capabilities and efficiency for specific problems. One of the major topics of this

project was named "Review and Benchmarking of Structural Reliability Models (SRMs) and

associated software". Two damage mechanism benchmarks were carried out one for stress

corrosion cracking and one for fatigue. GRS took part in the fatigue benchmark calculations

with the PROST development. The aim was to compare the PROST capabilities and results

with that of other commonly used structure reliability programs and to use these outcomes

for identifying needs of future developments on PROST.

3.1 Definition of the benchmark calculation matrix and available codes

In the fatigue benchmark study a set of base line cases and parametric variations had been

defined. During that phase the different code capabilities were considered and the cases

were selected to guarantee that each code can treat most of the benchmark examples.

Three different pipe sizes, a small pipe with an outer diameter d = 89 mm and a

wallthickness t = mm, a medium pipe with d = 324 mm and t = 33 mm and a large pipe

with d = 861 mm and t = 62 mm, consisting of stainless steel were defined. As a starting

point pre-existing semi elliptical inner surface cracks in the circumferential direction subjected

to cyclic loading conditions are considered. The cracks are assumed to be located in the

stainless steel weld of the piping. Necessary input parameters for the calculations are data

for crack geometry, material data, loading conditions and information about the [SI (In

Service Inspection). Depending on the different capabilities of the codes some of these

parameters are treated as fixed values, some are treated as deterministic and some are
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treated as distributed with various values in the parametric studies. Table shows the

selected base line values. In the parameter studies each parameter was varied one by one

usually with one value above and one value below the base line case value by keeping all

other parameters fixed at their base line values.

The selected pre-existing crack depth distributions of each pipe geometry were an outcome

of a RR-PRODIGAL 71 crack depth calculation. For each pipe size three different lognormal

crack depth distributions are defined to cover the uncertainties regarding the knowledge of

the occurrence of deep cracks during manufacturing. The baseline distribution is a best

lognormal fit to the PRODIGAL result and the variations cover a small change of the mean

value by keeping the ratio of standard deviation and mean value constant. The used crack

depth distributions for all pipe geometries are depicted in Figure 4.

The pipes are subjected to cyclic loading conditions with a minimum and a maximum load

during each cycle. The minimum load (Cymin in Table 2 is based on the deadweight stress of

the corresponding pipe. The level of the maximum load and the number of cycles are

arbitrary choosen to reach a significant amount of crack growth during the life time of the

plant. The stresses are separated into a primary and a secondary part. The primary stresses

contribute to the net section collapse load and are the sum of deadweight stress and the

membrane stress from the internal pressure of 15.4 MPa (pressure of primary circuit of

prssurized water reactors). The secondary stresses originating from a thermal expansion

contributes to the calculation of the stress intensity factor, which means that they contribute

to crack growth and to the fracture toughness based failure criterion, but not to the net

section collapse. All stresses are assumed to be perpendicular to the crack face (axial

stresses) and constant through the wall thickness. Baseline and variation stress values for all

pipe geometries are given in Table 2.

For each pipe size one baseline case and 27 parameter variations were defined. Due to the

different capabilities of the codes the accumulated leak probabilities at years P(O) and after

40 years P(40) of operation are requested as results which could be delivered by all

participating codes. With four SRIVI codes results for the fatigue benchmark matrix have been

generated by the four NURBIM partners Tecnatom, Det Norske Veritas (DNV), JV.

Consulting (OJVC) and Geselischaft fQr Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS). Short

descriptions of the theory, capabilities and limitations of the codes are given in 8-1 1].

1. VVinPRAISE 181- A computer code to evaluate leak and break probabilities due to stress

corrosion cracking (SCC) or fatigue damage of circumferential cracks in piping
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components. WnPRAISE is the Windows version of the PRAISE code originally

developed by D.O. Harris and D.D. Dedhia supported by the NRC 12] and that is now

commercialised through Engineering Mechanics Technology (EMT).

2. PRODIGAL 9 A computer code, developed by Rolls Royce Marine Power, for

evaluating leak and break probabilities for fatigue damage of circumferential or axial

cracks in piping components.

3. ProSACC 101 A computer code developed, by DNV, for evaluating leak and break

probabilities for SCC or fatigue damage of circumferential or axial cracks in piping

components or cracks in plates.

4. PROST 11] A computer code, developed by GRS, for evaluating leak and break

probabilities for fatigue damage of circumferential or axial cracks in piping components.

3.2 Results of selected benchmark calculations

Baseline cases

The accumulated leak probabilities after 40 years P(40) and years P(O) of the baseline

cases for all three pipe sizes are depicted in Fig. 5a and 51b. It is seen that the leak

probabilities after 40 years for all codes increase from small to medium pipe and then

decreases from medium to large pipe. The trend is more or less significant. WnPRAISEand

ProSACC exhibit the largest differences and PRODIGAL the smallest. The accumulated leak

probabilities after 40 years are in a range of 8.OE-7 to 3.OE-5 with the biggest scatter for the

large pipe. The cyclic stress range is of about 70 MPa for all three pipe sizes, but the pre-

existing crack depth distributions are very different. The crack depth distribution for the small

pipe includes more deep cracks normalized with the wall thickness compared to the flaws for

the large pipe. However the higher stress intensity factors of the large pipe cracks due to the

larger crack depths in absolute units lead to higher crack growth rates and compensate this

effect in such a way that the failure probabilities for both pipes are of the same order.

Furthermore it is remarkable that the results for the medium size pipe coincide very well.

They differ by not more than a factor of 25, whereas the differences for the small and large

pipe are by factors of 7 and 30 respectively.

The accumulated leak probability P(O) in PROST, ProSACC and WnPRAISE is calculated as

the failure probability for applying the load of the first loading cycle. In PRODIGAL the load of

the most severe loading cycle during the whole operating time is applied. All codes show the
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lowest failure probability for the large pipe due to the small number of deep cracks in the

given distribution. The accumulated leak probabilities at the beginning of operation are in a

range of 3.OE-10 to 5.OE-7, again with the biggest scatter for the large pipe. The scatter

between the codes reflect the different failure estmation approaches and the statistical

methods like Monte-Carlo (WnPraise), first order Reliability method or Monte-Carlo

(ProSACC), Monte-Carlo and stratification method (PROST), or direct integration

(PRODIGAL).

Variation of crack depth distribution

The calculated accumulated leak probabilities after 40 years reflect the probability density

change of the deep cracks. A change from low to high estimates of flaw densities results

after 40 years in a difference of about 3 orders of magnitude for the medium pipe

independent of the code (see Figure 6 All codes show the same trend. The scatter

between the codes is lower than one order of magnitude. It is seen that the failure probability

is mainly driven by the distribution of the deep cracks. Similar results are generated for the

small and large pipe.

Variation of flow stress

The flow stress is one of the controling variables for net section collapse. It is a measure for

the load bearing capacity of structures with and without flaws. If the flow stress is lower than

the primary loading stress even uncracked structures are predicted to fail. A decreasing flow

stress should lead to a higher leak probability. Figure 7 shows the corresponding P(40)

results obtained by changing the mean value of the flow stress normal distribution and

keeping the ratio of mean value and standard deviation constant. A flow stress increase from

150 to 450 MPa has only a very small influence on the accumulated leak probability after 40

years as shown in the plot. A more refined variation to lower values exhibits a very sharp

leak probability transition region as the flow stress approachs the primary stress level which

is 87.6 MPa for the large pipe. The shape of the transition region depends on the shape of

the flow stress distribution function. For flow stress levels below the primary stresses the leak

probability reachs a value of 1. For higher flow stress levels it approaches very fast an nearly

independent value that correspond to the base line value. The WinPRAISE and PROST

results coincide very well in the transition region, whereas the ProSACC results show the

same shape, but constantly shifted to higher flow stress values of about 30 MPa, because

the calculation has been performed with all loading stress levels treated as primary stresses.

A similar behaviour was seen for the P(O) results.
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Variation of crack growth constant

This variable was assumed to be fixed within a calculation and was varied by one order of

magnitude. Figure shows the results of the large pipe calculations for the failure probability

after 40 years. As expected all codes show the same trend, with an increasing accumulated

leak probability by increasing the crack growth constant. The difference in leak probability is

of 4 orders of magnitude caused by changing the crack growth constant one order of

magnitude. From the results it is seen that the leak probability in ProSACC and PROST

compared to the other codes is a ile bit more sensitive to a change in the crack growth

constant.

Influence of In Service Inspection (ISI)

The baseline cases were calculated without any inspection. In all calculations with inspection

it was assumed that the first inspection always starts after 10 years of operation. In a first

study the influence of 3 different inspection qualities named poor, good and advanced at the

years 10, 15, 20,...,35 were investigated. Figure 9a shows the probability of detection as a

function of the normalised crack depth for all 3 qualities. The results show a good agreement

between WnPRAISE and PROST (see figure 9b). PRODIGAL shows a similar trend, but

exhibits a stronger influence on the leak probability by changing the efficiency from poor to

good. In a second study the influence of the inspection interval for a good inspection team

has been investigated (see figure 9c). From this investigation it is seen that the impact of the

number of inspections for fatigue driven cracks is not very significant. The first inspection

after 10 years detects most of the larger fabrication flaws, which are the dominant

contributors to failure. Once these flaws are eliminated by the first inspection at 10 years, the

subsequent inspections at 20 and 30 years provide little additional benefit, because the

larger flaws have already been detected and repaired. The decrease in leak probability of

subsequent inspections after a first 10 year inspection is not very strong, whereas the

efficiency of the inspection is more important to an improvement. In our selected case a good

inspection after ten years leads to a lower accumulated leak probability at the end of plant life

than a poor inspection every 5th year starting at year 1 0.

3.3 Conclusions from the benchmark

PRODIGAL, ProSACC, PROST and WinPRAISE reflect the expected trends by changing the

investigated input parameters. All codes demonstrate to work in a wide range of leak

probabilities by changing input data to extreme values. The range covers very small values

from IE-13 up to unity. The resulting accumulated leak probabilities after 40 years show a
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good quantitative agreement between the different codes for the small and large pipe size

and in most cases a very good agreement for the medium size pipe. The differences are

rarely more than one order of magnitude. Because all input parameters are fixed in the

benchmark definitions the differences reflect the different failure criteria, stress intensity

factor calculations and statistical methods of the codes and one can conclude that these

routines have no strong effect on the resulting leak probability. An investigation of the

influence on the leak probability by changing the PROST options for net section collapse

criterion and stress intensity factor calculation coincide with this observation 6 In some

special cases a non expected trend or larger differences to the general results occur, but

they could be explained from the different basic assumptions and treatments in the codes.

The accumulated leak probability after 40 years is mostly continuously affected by a variation

of crack depth distribution, crack growth constant and maximum load. The calculations with

In Service Inspection showed, that for fatigue damage subsequent inspections after a first

one have no significant influence on the leak probability after 40 years. The level of the

resulting leak probability is essentially determined by the quality of the first inspection.

The calculated leak probabilities of PROST join the results of other commonly used structure

reliability codes for fatigue problems. Compared to the other programs PROST offers

advantages regarding the different calculation options, the high flexibility for distributed input

parameters, the use of non uniform stress loading conditions and the calculation of an

uncertainty range. But some desirable improvements for future developments appeared too.

An important feature would be the implementation of leak size and leak rate calculation

procedures, which allow the calculation of leak probabilities including determination of leak

sizes to contribute to risk assessment within probabilistic safety analyses. Additionally the

capabilities of leak detection systems and appropriate repair measures can be considered.

Further it is necessary to implement a model to consider the frequently observed damage

mechanism stress corrosion cracking.
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Table 1: Input data set of the base line cases

Parameter Type of Mean value (median) Standard
function Deviation

Outer diameter [mm] Fixed 89, 324, 861 (small,
medium, large pipe)

Wall thickness [mm] Fixed 11, 33, 62 (small,
medium, large pipe)

Half crack length I crack depth Fixed 3
Young's modulus [GPal Fixed 180 -
Fracture toughness [MPa M 112] Normal 26 6 20
Flow stress [MPa] Normal 300 16.8
Yield stress MPa] Normal 150 15
Ultimate strength [MPa] Normal 450 35
Growth law constant C Fixed 5.06E-9 -
[mm/Cycle/ (MPa M 112)MI

Growth law exponent m Fixed 3.9014
Number of cycles per year Fixed 500

Table 2 Base line and variation of primary and secondary stress parts for all pipe sizes

Pipe Variation cymin [MPaj Um' [MPa]
Geometry (deadweight) primary secondary sum

min pressure ((,therma)
(a +CF

Low 21.1 64
Small Base 23.1 42.9 51.1 94

81.1 124
Low 8.9 65

Medium Base 29.8 56.1 43.9 100
78.9 135

Low 0 87.6
Large Base 45.6 87.6 27.4 115

67.4 155
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Figure 5a: Accumulated leak probability after 40 years for the baseline cases
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Figure 5b: Accumulated leak probability at year for the baseline cases
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Figure 6 Crack distribution influence on the accumulated leak probability after 40 years for
the medium pipe

Fatigue: Large-Pipe, Flow-Stress-Variation
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Figure 7 Flow stress influence on the accumulated leak probability after 40 years for the
large pipe

Fatigue: Large-Pipe, Crack-Growth-Constant
Variation
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Figure 8: Crack growth constant influence on the accumulated leak probability after 40 years
for the large pipe
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Figure 9 a) Inspection effectiveness (POD) curves used in the benchmark

b) ISI efficiency influence on the leak probability (ISI at year 10, 15, and 35)

c) ISI interval influence on the accumulated leak probability


